
Deal or No Deal Envelope Booking Game 
 Sr. Sales Director Dana Blanchard 

Supplies needed: 
1. 2 sheets of Cardstock  
2. 12 envelopes (brightly colored works best all alike) 
3. 12 stickers 

 
Creating the envelopes: 
Print out the 2 pages of Deal or No Deal Cards found at www.DanaDBlanchard.com  
(Optional page 3 is to print on the backs of your envelope cards) 
Cut them apart, fold and place each in an envelope 
Seal with sticker only 
 
 
 Here's how to play: 
 After Foundation and Before Glamour have your hostess join you standing at the front of the group.   
 
Ask, "Who here likes to gamble?   Great because I've got a game for you!   
 
This is an easy game because there are only 2 rules! 
#1 The game is optional to play, but you will win something for playing every time.   
#2 Whatever envelope you get, you have to follow through.  
 
This game is Deal or No Deal. 
Our hostess ___________________ is holding them all. 
Inside some of the envelopes there are cards that read, Instant winner- Get a gift, or Instant winner – get 
the featured product of the month free.  If you get one of these cards then you win, no strings attached!  
Your gift or free item will be included in you order bag. 
 
 Some of the envelops say book a show and get an item at ½ price! The rest of the envelopes have the 
best prize it them…they say BOOK A SHOW and get a gift!  When you pull this envelope you get to 
choose a date for your party from my open date card and you get to receive the hostess items just like 
_______ plus a free item or gift!  That’s why I say that is the best prize – More free stuff!!! 
 
Now, the only catch is whatever envelope you get, you have to follow through.  So, if you absolutely, 
positively would never want to spend 2 fun hours with me and win free Mary Kay – then don’t take and 
envelope and just say NO DEAL when your hostess comes around.   
 
OK ___________ (hostess) Just shuffle up the envelopes and go around the table and let’s hear you ask 
“Deal or No Deal?”  _______ is our Howie tonight because she has a stake in this game – if you play and 
win a booking card she gets 50 additional points for EACH ONE!  Be careful – if you don’t play she may 
have to sway you so she can get her points! 
 
 Lastly, let me remind you that you can, regardless of what your envelope says, without even looking, go 
ahead and book a show.   If you do so, you will get a ______________ (hostess gift ) this one at your 
show AND you will still get the prize that is in your envelope.  Plus, you will be helping _____ out, and 
earning lots of free stuff for yourself."    
 
Are we ready!  Ok (hostess) ________________ Let’s Play! 
 
Prizes are given at party once it is held.  Instant winner prizes are included with order placed at party.  
Make sure you have the open date card on the table and you book the shows THAT NIGHT EVEN IF IT IS 
TENTATIVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  GOOD LUCK!!!!!!! 
  


